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Practical Impact
This decision will likely soften the effect of Grafton by
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The Contract Language at Issue in Woodside

permitting an alternative method of dispute resolution

Woodside involved a real estate purchase agreement. In

authorized by the court but without the added costs and

May 2004 the buyer commenced an action in San Joaquin

uncertainties of the jury trial framework. While particular

Superior Court against the seller alleging harm from
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contract. The contract contained a clause under which the
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buyer and seller agreed that, in the event either party was to

Background: Grafton’s Ban on Pre-Dispute Waivers of Trial
by Jury
In August 2005, the California Supreme Court ruled that predispute contractual waivers of jury trials are not enforceable
under California law. The Court based its decision on a
strict interpretation of Code of Civil Procedure section 631,
a statute that limits the ways to waive the right to a jury trial
under California law. The Court concluded that the statute
provides that a party can waive the right to a jury trial only
after a case is pending in court and only in one of the ways
the statute expressly specifies. The Court was careful,
however, to distinguish contractual arbitration clauses from
its holding, noting that that while a pre-dispute agreement

file a lawsuit arising under the agreement (or relating to the
condition, design or construction of the subject property)
that “all of the issues in such action, whether in fact or in
law, shall be submitted to general judicial reference pursuant
to California Code of Civil Procedure sections 638[ ] and 641
through 645.1 or any successor statutes thereto.”
Section 638 permits the appointment of a judicial referee
under several circumstances, including the motion of a
“party to a written contract or lease that provides that any
controversy arising therefrom shall be heard by a referee.”
Once appointed, a referee “may hear and determine any or all
of the issues in an action…whether of fact or law, and report
a statement of decision.” CCP Section 638(a). There are
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two kinds of judicial reference, general and special. General
referees, like that contemplated in the real estate purchase
agreement at the heart of this case, determine all of the issues
in a controversy while special referees handle discrete issues,
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such as discovery disputes. The referee’s decision results in a
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The trial court granted the motion for appointment of a referee,
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and the Court of Appeal denied the buyer’s petition to overturn
it. After the California Supreme Court issued its opinion in
Grafton, the buyer moved to invalidate the appointment order
on the ground that it was a pre-dispute jury trial waiver. The
trial court granted the motion and vacated the order upon a
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finding that Grafton precluded enforcement of a pre-dispute
contract for judicial reference. This appeal followed.
The Decision in Woodside
The court in Woodside extended Grafton’s logic by finding that
if pre-trial arbitration agreements are statutorily approved
means of avoiding jury trials then so are judicial reference
agreements. This conclusion found support in the Grafton
Court’s comparison of the statutory treatment received by
both arbitration and reference agreements. Unlike jury trial
waivers, pre-litigation reference agreements are explicitly
permitted by statute. In 1982, section 638 was amended to
include pre-dispute reference agreements. That amendment
gave judicial reference statutory authority missing from
section 631 et seq. which governs jury trial waivers.
Similarly, the court rejected the buyer’s argument that
because section 638 failed to expressly use the term
“jury trial waiver” pre-dispute reference agreements were
unenforceable. Although the statute did not use magic words
to expressly authorize the waiver of a jury trial, waiver is the
logical consequence of a general referee’s decision. Section
638 agreements are therefore within the narrow class of
legislatively approved pre-dispute abdications of a jury trial.
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